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Abstract: Tag comparison in a Cache consumes a 

significant portion of the Cache energy. Existing methods 

for tag comparison reduction are based on predicting either 

Cache hits or Cache misses. Here we present novel ideas for 

both Cache hit and miss predictions. We present Bloom 

filter to improve the accuracy of the Cache miss prediction 

method and hot/cold checks that control data liveness to 

reduce the tag comparisons of the Cache hit prediction 

method. The proposed method that reduces tag comparisons 

while meeting the given performance bound. 

Keyword:-Bloom filter (BF), Cache, power consumption, 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Most modern data processing systems make use of 

Caches to increase the rate at which they can process data.  

Generally, a Cache is defined as a relatively small amount of 

relatively fast, expensive memory which resides between a 

processor and relatively large amount of slow, inexpensive 

memory (main memory). A Cache attempts to store those 
portions of main memory which will be needed by the 

processor. When the processor needs data from main 

memory, it will first check to see if that data is in the Cache. 

If the data requested by the processor is in the Cache, the 

Cache simply returns that data to the processor. This type of 

operation allows the processor to avoid having to access main 

memory. Since accessing the Cache is faster than accessing 

main memory, the rate at which data is processed by the 

processor is increased.  

 

The Cache is animportant component plays crucial role in 
managing memory wall problem. Particularly in high 

embedded and smart phone L2 Cache became most popular. 

The L2 Cache size ranges from 256kB to 1MB and still 

expected to be increase further due to increasing bandwidth 

requirements of high-end applications, the increased size and 

area of L2 Cache result in significant amount of power 

consumption in high-end embedded system particularly 

increase in tag-comparison operation power consumption is 

more.  This is due to Firstly the L2 Cache is characterized by 

high associativity compared with the L1 Cache. The main 

reason for adopting a high associativity is to reduce conflict 

misses. The Cache hit prediction methods typically use two-
step tag comparison. In the first step, tags are compared for 

Cache ways that are likely to check a Cache hit. If the 

prediction is successful, the power consumption otherwise 

needed for comparison with the other tags can be saved. 

However, if the prediction fails, tag comparisons with the 

remaining tags are performed in the next cycle, thereby 

resulting in an additional latency cycle. Because tag 

comparisons are performed even in the case of Cache misses,  

 

the Cache hit prediction methods may lead to high power 

consumption in applications with high Cache miss rates. The  

Cache miss prediction methods try to predict Cache misses, 

e.g., based on the Bloom filter. If the prediction is correct, 

tag comparisons are skipped, thereby saving the energy 

consumed in tag comparison. Improving the prediction 

accuracy (e.g., by using a larger Bloom filter) further reduces 

the amount of energy consumed in tag comparison. 

However, such an accurate prediction of Cache misses 
requires more overhead of energy consumption and chip area 

(e.g., due to the large Bloom filter) 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Koji et al. presented a way prediction method that predicts 

the most recently used (MRU) way as the candidate likely to 

behit and performs tag comparison with the MRU way for 

afast hit. If the prediction fails, the tags in the other ways are 

compared for a slow hit in the next cycle.  

 

Zhang et al. presented a method called way halting, where 
tag comparison at each Cache way is performed in two steps. 

In the first step, the partial tag (e.g., four LSB bits of tag) is 

compared with that of the incoming address. If the 

comparison does not yield a match, the remainder of the tag 

does not need to be compared; this saves energy because the 

corresponding Cache way does not include the incoming 

address. If the partial tag comparison yields a match, then the 

remainder of the tag is compared.]. Keramida set al. 

presented a decaying Bloomfilter that combines the Cache 

decay and Bloom filter. Cachedecay evicts cold Cache lines 

from the Cache, which has a double effect. First, it reduces 
the number of addresses that the Bloom filter needs to 

manage, which improves the accuracy of Bloom filter-based 

Cache miss prediction because the fewer number of 

addresses the Bloom filter covers, the higher is its prediction 

accuracy  

 
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

Flow chart 

Initially the application or processor request for the data to l2 

Cache. The tag compression initially done with bloom filter 

which gives miss or partially hit then tag comparison for 

partial cold check once the partial check for cold line done 

full tag comparison takes in the last  

 

Proposed Algorithm for tag comparison 
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Fig1: Block diagram of the project 

 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

The proposed method of multistep tag comparison combines 
both Cache hit prediction and Cache miss prediction (tag-

enhanced Bloom filter) methods. This approach increases the 

Cache miss prediction. Bloom filter is the probability checker 

which tells whether the set is belongs to the group or not. 

This gives the result has a “true” or “false”, true for the data 

is probably present in the group , false for the data 

completely not a part of the group. Here in the project we 

made use of bloom filter for checking the tag-comparison. 

the incoming address were loaded to the bloom filter in the 

form of hash functions   bloom filter checks or compares with 

the incoming request tag address if it matches it will say 

cache hit partially, if does not matches it says cache miss that 

by avoiding the remaining tag line comparison of the data in 

next cycle and bloom filter check reduces additional latency 

time and the energy consumption of the L2 cache. We made 

use of modelsim SE 5.7 simulator for checking simulation 
results of tag comparison. We used 8 bit address and 16 bit 

data,once the designing of main memory allocation done, 

after that allotting the memory and read/write test is done to 

check whether the memory allocation is done properly. 

Read/write test performed for 10 location respectively, it 

starts from reading from address of memory location writing 

that data into registers and continued till read write operation 

is done, if not generate read/write miss match conclude 

finaly read/write test is done or not In a Cache set lookup 

Cache and updating of Cache is done, then lookup Cache 

checking for memory valid. „Cache update‟ updates valid 

true memory in to Cache set  
 

V. RESULTS 

 
Fig3: Result of tag comparison 

 
Fig4: Result of read/write test 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed a multistep tag comparison 

method to reduce the energy consumed in tag comparison 

within highly associative L2 Caches. We presented a tag-
enhanced Bloom filter to improve the accuracy of Cache miss 

prediction. To further reduce tag comparisons, we presented 

a partial tag comparison that takes place during cold checks.. 

In future, we investigate the effectiveness of the proposed 

method in multicore environments. 
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